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GOOD NEWS 

ST LEONARD’S WILL BE OPEN FROM SUNDAY 10 APRIL 2022 

WE WISH EVERYONE A VERY HAPPY EASTER 

Unusual aerial shot of the Basillica 



Editors’ Welcome  
It is always a special pleasure to prepare a new edition of Assisi Outlook. On this occasion, our 

60th edition, once again we have a wealth of news and thought-provoking items from across the 

world generously supplied by you all.  

Our feelings of joy in finally being able to open St Leonard‟s for a Palm Sunday service on the 10th 

of April are obviously enormously affected by the sad news of the war in Ukraine. It is also the 

knowledge that in the 21st Century, as in the 20th, truth is again under attack from lies, propaganda 

and false ideology. As Christians, our calling is to never give up hope and we join all of you in 

continuing to pray for an end to the suffering. Meanwhile we must also try to give all the practical 

and financial help we can to those in need. In our case we are supporting our Anglican Bishop 

Robert‟s Lent Appeal to the Diocese in Europe for Aid to Ukraine. In Assisi we are fortunate to 

have a strong ecumenical movement led by Bishop Domenico which binds us together on the 27th 

of each month to unite in prayer for peace across the world. 

In Italy there has been news that pandemic restrictions are finally coming to an end. Although the 

date given by the central government is March 31st, some regions think that the government is 

dragging its feet and are taking their own measures to open up their economies. This is particularly 

needed in Assisi itself which has been described to me by a resident as still “sad” with few visitors. 

St Leonard‟s continues to support families in difficulty through donations to a local Caritas 

volunteer group. Finally, I'm sure our readers do not need reminding that Italy remains a wonderful 

country to visit, and at the moment you can see all the sights without the crowds! Cremona in 

particular is mentioned in this issue but most of all we hope to see you back in Assisi itself and 

joining us in worship and fellowship in St Leonards! 

Our greetings this Easter and our good wishes for peace and goodwill. Or as we say in Italy: “Pace e 

Bene”. Mark Gowman and the Editorial Team 

From the Church Wardens 
After two years our St Leonard‟s community is planning to meet again to worship in Assisi in April. 

The Pandemic has brought our scattered congregation closer together with zoomed gatherings for 

worship and prayer in ways we could not have imagined. But there is joyful anticipation to be 

returning to Assisi at last and we have confirmation that Rev Jonathan Lloyd will be in residence to 

lead our worship. We plan to open the church on Sunday, 10th April, with a Palm Sunday 

procession followed by the Eucharist service. We will welcome pilgrims and friends to the 

procession and service; followed, we hope, by our 'usual custom' of refreshments in the Salone, and 

lunch at a nearby restaurant. In addition we will be able to hold our AGM on Sunday 24th April, 

this year face to face again. There are many issues to discuss, decisions to be made and plans to 

consider. Please pray with us that we will go forward with unity and discernment as we resume 

weekly services and reconnect with those we know in Assisi.   Cathie and Pam (churchwardens) 

Thoughts from Brother Benedict 
We have  some exciting news: we are going to start our Church Services in our beautiful church of 

S. Leonard‟s in Assisi in Lent just before Holy Week.  Due to Covid 19 all Services were suspended 

but we did hold fortnightly zoom Services of the Word during lockdown which have been greatly 

appreciated and they have enabled the congregation to gell together in quite a remarkable way.  But 

it is wonderful that we can resume the weekly Eucharist in S. Leonard‟s and once again worship in 

the city of Francis and Clare.    We shall as a congregation be able to greet pilgrims and visitors: the 

wall paintings outside of the entrance have been renovated and look magnificent and are already 

appreciated by passers-by and those with a discerning eye to beauty and history. 

 



 

As an Anglican parish we are small in number, but I think we punch above our weight! Through our 

quiet and humble presence, by our loyal and faithful weekly worship, we have gained the respect of 

many who both live in Assisi and by those who visit and wish to remain in contact.   Assisi is 

predominantly Roman Catholic – and the Roman Catholic Bishop has recognised our presence and 

not only invites the Anglican Chaplain regularly to his diocesan meetings but has himself responded 

positively to invitations for him to come and be at some of our parochial events.  His ecumenical 

officer is very friendly and wishes to know more about us; she works hard to ensure we participate 

in ecumenical events in the Diocese.   And the apartment which we rent, home for the chaplains, is 

a toehold for SSF Anglican Franciscans in the city.  In quiet ways, the congregation has reached out 

to many in need, giving them appropriate support and aid. And members of the congregation are 

always happy to support civil and religious events in Assisi.   About a year ago, 7 of the 

congregation were received as Companions of the Society of S. Francis, in recognition that the life 

of S. Francis and S. Clare has inspired and strengthened their own Christian commitment. 

I believe that this faithful yet humble presence is well received and important in this holy city.  We 

should not be trying to convert – that would be ultimately damaging – but we are in Assisi saying 

our prayers, celebrating the Eucharist, reaching out in love to one another and to all whom God 

sends our way – Jesus had a lot to say in the Gospels about mustard seeds, leaven in the dough; 

small really is beautiful and seems to be the way that S. Francis himself took.    

We Are 60 
This issue of Outlook has significance for us all because it is our sixtieth issue, a Diamond 

celebration and a chance to look back with thankfulness, to reflect prayerfully and to look forward 

with hope.  

A diamond has relevant qualities. The word itself comes from the Greek „adamas‟ meaning 

„unconquerable and enduring‟. And as we reflect on our journey and the many challenges we have 

faced there is a theme of strength and resilience which has evolved. There has been no single 

powerful leader at St Leonard‟s but a series of willing individuals who have stepped into roles in 

which they felt out of their depth. That was certainly my experience when I was asked to be 

Churchwarden some years ago.  God has honoured the serving and we now have a community of 



widely scattered friends, brought closer during the pandemic by the on line sharing of worship and 

prayer. 

A diamond is treasured and after the two years apart we joyfully anticipate reuniting in Assisi in 

April. The fellowship is not diminished by the separation and we are so thankful for the zoom 

services and all that Cathie and Pam, our Churchwardens, have coordinated on our behalf.   

Ahead lie new challenges as Cathie steps down and we once again harness the energies of the 

faithful few who administer and organise on our behalf.  Shall we pray together that, as in the past, 

those who are called to serve will be strengthened and resilient.  Like diamonds being shaped in 

God‟s service. Beverley Nixon 

 

 

 

Our AGM 
After two years our St Leonard‟s community is planning to meet again to worship in Assisi in April. 

The Pandemic has brought our scattered congregation closer together with zoomed gatherings for 

worship and prayer in ways we could not have imagined. 

But there is joyful anticipation to be returning to Assisi at last and we have confirmation that Rev 

Jonathan Lloyd will be in residence to lead our worship.  In addition we will be able to hold our 

AGM on Sunday 24th April, this year face to face again. 

There are many issues to discuss, decisions to be made and plans to consider.  Please pray with us 

that we will go forward with unity and discernment as we resume weekly services and reconnect 

with those we know in Assisi. Beverley Nixon (Church Secretary) 

 

A prayer for Ukraine  
God of peace and justice, 

we pray for the people of Ukraine today. 

We pray for peace and the laying down of weapons. 

We pray for all those who fear for tomorrow, 

that your Spirit of comfort would draw near to them. 

We pray for those with power over war or peace, 

for wisdom, discernment and compassion  

to guide their decisions. 

Above all we pray for all your precious children at 

risk and in fear, 

that you would hold and protect them. 

We pray in the name of Jesus, the Prince of Peace. 

Amen 

Archbishops Justin and Stephen 

 

Journey to COP26 - Update 
A View from the Road by Revd Tim Daplyn 

Having only just returned home from my journey to COP26 in Glasgow, I am aware that it will take 

me some time to fully assimilate the experience. However, for those following this traveller‟s tale… 

QUIZ QUESTION 

Diamond is the hardest mineral on earth.  But, which is the 

softest?  Answers by email to the editor 



I spent 6 days on the road cycling some 480 miles in a Northerly direction mostly following the 

well-established National Cycle Network route system that seeks to encourage long distance travel 

on 2 wheels. For much of the ride I shadowed a younger group cycling up from South Devon who 

proved themselves welcome and enthusiastic fellow-travellers.  

Portishead – Tewkesbury – Warrington – Lancaster – Moffat – East Kilbride all passed under our 

collective wheels. Even the obstacles posed by locked barriers on canal towpaths; mud-filled 

woodland pathways; torrential rainfall causing widespread rail and road disruption; and the 

„normally notorious‟ Shap and Beattock summits did not dent the group‟s morale and determination 

to reach its objective. The ride became performative action in solidarity with all those struggling in 

their efforts to attend this most significant gathering of the world‟s climate policy makers, many of 

whom (we later learned) never arrived at their destination. 

Once in Glasgow, I was offered hospitality by local families who bravely opened their homes to 

strangers attending the summit. In acts of great generosity they provided me with food and lodging 

at a fraction of the prices charged by an opportunistic commercial hospitality industry. It was 

humbling to be the recipient of such kindness and to be thanked simply for being their guest. 

The serious climate negotiations took place, for the most part, behind closed doors in either the 

Green (reserved for official observers and lobbyists) or the specially designated (United Nations) 

Blue Zones. As a Franciscan (we know our place!) I was accredited to neither of these but was 

enormously privileged to be a „Legal Observer‟ at street level. Here I encountered those who, like 

me, had felt themselves compelled to make the journey („pilgrimage‟) in order to have their voices 

heard and make their views known to whoever would listen; to pray and to grieve for the future of 

the planet; and to support those to whom we have entrusted decision-making upon its fate.  

As I said here two months ago, the final outcome of COP26 remains uncertain. Without a doubt, 

important things were said and promises were made but such words must now be translated into 

actions. Most important, for me, was the realisation I gained that maybe, just maybe, the tide of 

world opinion has now turned: no longer are climate activists seen as just another minority interest 

group but as the real persuasive factor in political decision making.  

An Amerindian tribal elder, who we and many Glaswegian schoolchildren escorted to the Blue 

Zone where she was due to appeal on behalf of her people‟s habitat and culture summed it all up in 

realistic and sombre terms: “These are now difficult and dangerous times for everyone and 

everything. And Yes, my children, this really IS rocket science - there are no cheap or easy answers 

left…”  

Finding Abundance in Scarcity 
This is a really good book.  Edited by Sam Wells, Vicar of St Martin-

in-the- Fields, on Trafalgar Square in Central London, it‟s a 

collection of material written by clergy and lay members about the 

lessons learnt and riches discovered during the pandemic.  It‟s 

dedicated to the 84 people who had to leave the staff team in 2020 

because of redundancy, as well as those who have helped to sustain 

St Martin‟s through “challenging times”.  

The sub-title “Steps Towards Church Transformation” suggests a 

positive approach overall but there‟s enough realism in the 

description of things that didn‟t work and the ways in which people 

struggled through the lockdowns to bring balance.  The book is 

packed with helpful ideas and examples of different ways of „doing‟ 

and „being‟ church. 

St Martin‟s has been a church with several strands of ministry for 

many years.  The musical Academy of St Martin-in-the-Fields was 



founded in 1958 and is still flourishing despite the restrictions of the last two years.  In contrast, the 

Nazareth Community was only formed in 2018. It‟s a gathered community, with a way (or rule) of 

life that encourages the practice of “silence, service, Scripture, sacrament, sharing, sabbath and 

staying with”.  It too is doing well, despite the pandemic.  St Martin‟s also has a thriving arts 

community which holds exhibitions and an Art Oasis during Advent and Lent.  Created in 

partnership with the nearby National Gallery, „Inspired to Follow‟, has taken a new lease of life on-

line by making it possible for many more people to become involved.  These are just three examples 

of several ministry-strands that are included in Finding Abundance in Scarcity.  

Chapter 8, Hearing Scripture Together in Difficult Times, is a particularly rich resource in terms of 

generously shared ideas.  There‟s a very clear explanation of how to use Lectio Divina via Zoom 

and I like the concept of „wonderings‟ which is useful for encouraging participation.  For example, 

“I wonder how these days of lockdown are changing you” and “I wonder what it feels like to be 

heard” are gentle, non-judgmental ways of drawing even the most shy person into the conversation.  

Overall, this is a book full of ideas and ways of relating that have been „road tested‟ during the 

lockdowns in 2020.  The contributors have been open about the things that didn‟t work and shared 

generously the ideas that were more successful.  I thoroughly recommend it to anyone interested in 

the business of transforming church life! Florence Morton 

A Celtic Prayer 

 

We think Abbot Manteith‟s (6
th

 Century) prayer is a lovely reminder of what many of us have been 

missing during the various „lockdowns‟.  The sixth stanza especially makes us think of the beautiful 

little building we call St Leonard‟s…  When we‟ve visited Assisi during the past two years, some of 

us have even driven or walked along Via Fontabella, just to remind ourselves of what we‟re 



missing.  For a long time, while the fresco was being lovingly restored, the building was obscured 

by plastic sheets, almost as if it was mourning our absence.  We‟re so looking forward to 

celebrating the Eucharist again, especially at Eastertime, when the church building re-opens. 

Grant me, sweet Christ, the grace to find, Son of the Living God,  

A small hut in a lonesome spot. To make it my abode. 

A little pool but very clear, to stand beside the place 

Where every sin is washed away. By sanctifying grace. 

A pleasant woodland all about, to shield it from the wind 

And make a home for singing birds. Before it and behind. 

A southern aspect for the heat, a stream along its foot, 

A smooth green lawn with rich topsoil. Propitious to all fruit. 

My choice of those to live with me and pray to God as well, 

Quiet friends of humble mind. Their number I shall tell. 

A lovely church, a home for God, bedecked with linen fine,  

Where o‟er the whitened Gospel page.  The Gospel candle shine. 

A little house where all may dwell, and body‟s care be sought, 

Where none shows lust or arrogance. None thinks an evil thought.  

And all I ask for housekeeping, I get and pay no fees,  

Leeks from the garden, poultry, game. Salmon, fruit and bees. 

My share of clothing and of food from then King of fairest face,  

And I to sit at times alone.  And pray in every place.  

A Visit to Cremona 
What would be your chosen place to visit 

after nearly two years of semi-isolation 

during the worst pandemic for over 100 

years? For an amateur musician and 

instrument maker living in Italy there can be 

only one choice - Cremona! 

Sitting on the banks of the Po as it meanders 

across the flatlands of Lombardia, this 

beautiful mediaeval city at the turn of the 

17th and 18th centuries gave the world the 

perfected violin and from thence an as yet 

unrivalled voice for the major works of 

composers past and present. Although I 

never picked a violin up till I was 18 having 

been seduced at 14 by another lifetime 

passion, the guitar, I was nonetheless 

immediately fascinated. I love the sheer 

volume the violin could produce compared to 

an acoustic guitar. It could fill a room with 

ease, even a noisy pub or village hall as I 

found out later on when I started to play for 

barn dances and folk dancing. And unlike a 

guitar you can vibrate the notes with 

tremolos and glissandos to make every note 

you play your own! 



Our trip to Cremona was planned 2 years ago when I visited a “mostra” (exhibition) of original and 

reproduction stringed instruments made and owned by Sergio Maggi in a tiny mediaeval town 

called San Ginesio in the depths of Le Marche near where we live. We met up later so that I could 

show him a lute that I had made and we spent a pleasant couple of hours talking about our shared 

interest. 

His invitation to visit him in Cremona 

stayed unfulfilled till December 2021 

when we finally saw a tiny window of 

opportunity as we were to drive back to 

the UK for Christmas for the first 

Christmas with our family for 3 years. 

If we spent 2 nights in Cremona we 

could visit the violin Museum, see 

Sergio and his friends, and finish with a 

dash across the town for a late evening 

“tampone” (the Italian word for swab, 

i.e. a covid antigen test). The following 

day we could drive frantically across 

Italy and France and arrive in Dover 

before the test deadline expired! 

In spite of a snowfall as we arrived we 

woke up to a sunny day and bumped 

across the cobbled streets in a taxi to 

the Museo di Violino as soon as it 

opened. It is impossible to describe the 

emotion I felt after waiting so long to 

finally see the works of the great 

maestros Stradivari, Amati and 

Guarneri and their apprentices. There 

they all were, each instrument lovingly 

restored and in its own atmospherically 

controlled case. Some violins were still 

fitted with chin rests which are always a  

personal choice for every violinist showing that these had been played recently in the nearby 

Concert Hall where we ourselves were soon to hear a brief solo violin concert played on one of 

Stradivari‟s later violins. As we entered the hall, on the pianoforte on the performance platform was 

an open violin case displaying the priceless instrument and standing alongside was an armed 

carabinieri. Obviously they were taking security very seriously indeed! The young lady who played 

to us was already an established professional with many orchestras and quartets all over the world 

and was currently studying under a maestro locally, a process which is known in Italy as 

“perfezionamento”. Concert violinists never stop learning or practising at least 8 hours a day .The 

performance started with one of the famous Bach violin sonatas which show the exceptionally 

balanced dynamic range of the instrument to perfection. High and low notes have to be played in 

quick succession to give the characteristic contrapuntal effect which the pieces are known for. She 

moved on to studies by Paganini and finally the cadenza from the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto, 

each note ringing clear no matter how fast she played. It was magical. After the concert Sergio and 

his friends took us to a typical family restaurant a few streets away. After that we visited Sergio's 

father‟s house to see his private instrument collection. Although he is no longer with us Sergio‟s 

father has a story definitely worthy of recording. He was a violinist who was saved from execution 

in a Nazi prison camp by a music loving commandant. He went on to teach violin making (still 

called “liuteria” ,lute maker, to this day ) at the famous violin making school in Cremona. 

A copy of one of Stradivari’s guitars made by the writer 



The afternoon flew by and sadly we had to depart for our Covid tests, leaving behind well- 

consolidated friendships (Italian people are so enthusiastically hospitable!) and a wealth of treasures 

and sites in Cremona as yet unseen. 

A brief footnote for those who want to know more about the fascinating world of violins .You may 

care to read a recent book by Helena Attlee called Lev‟s Violin. Helena is a well known Italophile 

with an impressive bibliography. Her book was serialised recently on BBC Radio 4. Mark Gowman 

Umbrian Easter Delights 
If there is one thing you are guaranteed to return with after a trip to Italy, is an extra few kilos; we 

can thank the delicious pastas, pizzas and „dolci‟ for that. 

A colourful Easter cake called Ciaramicola is a tradition of Perugia in Umbria. Originally made by 

young women for their fiancés as a gift for Easter, it 

combines a red heart with a sweet white meringue 

topping in the form of a ring giving it a soft cloud-like 

light texture but is absolutely not in calories and a 

personal favourite. Like so many Umbrian cakes, the 

inside is based on bread dough sweetened and softened. 

As a result, it has a slightly drier texture than usual 

sponge cakes. The distinctive red colour is obtained by 

a splash of a liqueur called alchermes and the meringue 

is topped by colourful candied flecks. They say the 

white merengue and the red cake are a tribute to the 

colours of Perugia.  This cake is noted in the Guinness 

Book of World Records - on the 25
th

 April 2010 Perugia baked the world‟s largest Ciaramicola.  If 

you are not inclined to attempt the task yourself, pop over to your local bakery.  Ours is 

“GianAngeli” or “Faffa” in Ponte Felcino and I‟d highly recommend.  Please find the recipe online.  

Buona Pasqua!  https://myitalian.recipes/recipe/perugian-easter-cake-ciaramicola Lisa Aiello 

Ancient Music 
We are excited to congratulate Tosca Lynch on her recent 

election as a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts. Her research 

interests include technical and performative issues concerning 

Ancient Greek rhythmics and harmonics, as well as the broader 

cultural and philosophical significance of music in the ancient 

world. She has edited the Blackwell Companion to Greek and 

Roman Music and has recently expanded her approach by 

including 3D reconstructions of Greek musical instruments and 

the scales they played.  

From the introduction: 

“For the ancient Greeks and Romans, as for us, music was a 

many-splendoured thing. As Sylvain Perrot reminds us in his 

contribution to this wonderfully comprehensive volume, as well 

as at formal settings such as theatres, sacrifices, processions, 

weddings and funerals, music could be heard everywhere from 

potters‟ workshops to battlefields to mountainsides echoing to the 

sound of shepherds‟ pipes. „There was no human activity without 

music.‟.” Beverley Nixon 

 



A poem 
The Gift 

Be still, my soul, and steadfast. 

Earth and heaven both are still watching 

though time is draining from the clock 

and your walk that was confident and quick, 

has become slow. 

So, be slow if you must, but let 

the heart still play its true part. 

Love still as once you loved, deeply 

and without patience.  Let God and the world know you are grateful. 

That the gift has been given. ….. Mary Oliver 

 

Bro. Tom’s Influence 
For many of us Brother Tom is at the foundation of 

the memories we hold from St Leonard‟s in Assisi. 

And even now he continues with his quiet influence. 

Early this year I answered a knock on the door here in 

North Staffordshire and on the doorstep found a 

friendly man who explained that Brother Tom had 

suggested he make contact.  Over coffee we talked for 

more than two hours and he has since returned for 

lunch with his wife, Faith, because they live only a 

few miles away. 

For many years Keith was at Hillfield in Dorset and 

he and Tom have remained friends, and now Keith 

and Faith Claringbull, are hoping to visit Assisi.  

Watch the pews at St Leonard‟s!     Beverley Nixon 

News from the Pews 
Here are just a few items of news from our dispersed congregation past and present: 

Csaba and Kay Borzsonyi: 

Rob Cushman writes:  As most of you know, Csaba and Kay made the arduous journey to 

permanently relocate to Australia – it took months for them to finally get through the Covid 

juggernaut but they are now there. After so many years in Europe, Kay said “it wasn‟t an easy ride 

but the Holy Spirit has been with us through our toughest times”. They have now rented a place for 

a year near Kay‟s sister so they have more time to decide on what they want. They send their love 

from the land of the Aussies. 

 

 

Refugees:  Both of our Eritrean families have made excellent progress building their new lives in 

Italy. See pics below,  Simon. Paskalina and the family with new baby Miron remain in Santa Maria 

degli Angeli. Paskalina has a morning job and Simon is starting work locally in April in a gelateria. 

Medhane is soon to finish his 7-month training course in macelleria and gastronomia (butchery and 

delicatessen).This was training that we were able to help with financially and we also purchased a 

tablet to assist Medhane‟s 5 children continue with remote learning during the Pandemic. When he 



finishes his course he will move and join his family in Calabria where they have already transferred. 

He hopes to join us at Church for one or two Sundays before he leaves. On a personal note I must 

say that for all of us at St Leonard‟s it has been a wonderful experience to see the powerful 

Christian faith that these families have maintained in spite of all their difficulties and also very 

satisfying to see them succeed in achieving so many difficult goals.  Mark Gowman 

 

Helen Vernon attended St Leonards while she worked as a teacher in Perugia. She 

moved to the north of Italy prior to the pandemic and was unlucky enough to have Covid 

in early 2020. We are happy to hear that after experiencing “long covid” she is now much 

better.  

Helen sent Cathie this moving message from Poland expressing solidarity with Ukrainian people. 

If not now, then when?  If not me, then who? When we're called to serve, we shine a light on our 

God given talents.  Whether an embrace, handing over a hankie, making children laugh, giving out 

little hearts and lollipops or simply compassionate listening...Kraków, The Ukraine and all their 

peoples will forever hold a special place in my heart.  See pics below Helen Vernon 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Helen in blue with her family                          Polish support for Ukraine 



Pam and Mark Gowman (see then and now pics below) would like to thank so many of you who 

sent greetings and love on the occasion of their 50th wedding anniversary. The day was spent in 

Suffolk with the family and friends and the original wedding breakfast at the Bridge Hotel in 

Maidenhead was recreated aboard MV Lady Florence on a morning boat excursion from Orford 

Ness. Fortunately good weather prevailed in spite of it being so early in the year.  

 

 

 

 

A few days later Pam and Mark met up with Clive and 

Florence Morton (see pic right) to celebrate Clive's 

birthday in Ely .They were able to visit the cathedral    

and enjoy a meal at the famous Old Fire Engine House 

restaurant.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coincidentally the Reverends Bryan and Rosemary Carey (see then and now pics below), former 

priests at St. Leonard‟s, also celebrated their golden wedding in New Zealand. They write: 

Hi Mark and Pam Great to get your email. Congratulations on your wedding anniversary. Because 

of Covid we had to cancel our big event and have only close family. It worked very well. Good 

news about St Leonard's. It will be exciting to fellowship together again. It is highly unlikely that 

we will be travelling to Assisi again in the near future. The Spirit is willing, the flesh is weak! On 

top of that I (Bryan) doesn't hold an Anglican licence which would make it difficult to operate in 

the Diocese of Europe. Not good news regarding Ukraine and Russia. Praying hard for cessation of 

bloodshed. Amazing how pride distorts normal common sense. 



Exciting news: our 9th grandchild was born today. We were fortunate to be in Hamilton and 

welcome Daniel Ezra Bowers into the world. Great joy. Keep safe and well. Best wishes to 

everybody. Blessings. 

 

News from our Readers 
Robin Coutts …..Oh great news.  Many thanks Gordon.  Love to you all.  With all good wishes  

Janice Thorne …..A friend has just sent me your lovely newsletter and I wondered if I could receive 

it also please. 

I am in the Province of the Pacific and am the Editor of Tau, 

our tssf newsletter, and also their Website person and 

Membership Secretary. I do get the newsletters from other tssf 

provinces, but I had not heard of yours until today. I know of 

the Anglican congregation in Assisi as friends of mine had 

served there and sent me an article to put in Tau July 2019. 

Bryan and Rosemary Carey. 

I am so impressed with the information you have got in it. It‟s 

been my job to try to connect with the Companions in NZ and I 

am putting a Companions Corner in Tau to try to connect them 

with others. I‟ve managed to locate around 50 so far. Many 

have told me that they‟ve had no contact with others for years 

so hopefully we can change that.  Peace and blessings 

Br. James Francis, CFC …..You may remember me as the 

performer who shared the one man musical on the life of St. 

Francis a couple of years ago. It was a great privilege to share 

it in the chapel. I am now an ordained Anglican priest and 

would love to come to serve the congregation there. I 

understand that you usually rotate priests about every month. Is 

it possible to start a conversation about that? Let me know your 

thoughts. I hope to see you all again soon.  Peace and Good Wishes 

Katja Oldenburg …. I am so grateful we‟ve had the chance to go to Assisi some years ago during 

the time of Advent. Thank you for the book tips. Pace e bene for this sort of lonely and abstinent 

Advent time again. Maybe we will be able to come again one day… Katja with greetings from 

Joachim who is in Covid Quarantine, though he has been vaccinated 3 times!!! 

Tosca Lynch shared this photo – any 

ideas for a caption?? 

 



Sara Whistance, Hilfield …. Thank you as always for sending me the Outlook. Am I able to use the 

photo of Francis renouncing his clothes for the Hilfield website and other communications like the 

Franciscan. It's a wonderful statue. Pax at Bonum. (Ed:  of course you can use the photo as it was 

taken by Mark) 

Bro Sam SSF …. Thank you for sending me the ASSISI OUTLOOK. It‟s a really interesting issue; 

many thanks for the encouraging book review for Seeing Differently. As always, ASSISI 

OUTLOOK gives expression to a church congregation that is outward looking and yet also deeply 

grounded in Christian faith and aware of relationship with the church universal.  

As you and others may know, I live in the same house as Br Tom and so share with him an interest 

in all that is happening in Assisi and in connection with St Leonards. I‟m writing this on a visit to 

the friary in Birmingham so am with Br John – also someone who has a love of Assisi and members 

of the congregation. 

Every blessing for the Advent season beginning in just over a week‟s time. Pace e bene. 

Arthur Howells ….. Thank you so much for another interesting issue of Outlook . It‟s always a good 

read and it keeps us in touch with lovely Assisi. It‟s too late to mention my Advent book which was 

published some years ago but here are the details together with my Lent book which people are 

finding helpful each year: The Little Book of Advent & The Little Book of Lent. - Anthologies 

compiled by Canon Arthur Howells (published by HarperCollins and available at Amazon and most 

bookshops.) 

With every blessing from Wales. 

Christer Säll TSSF Sweden….Thank you for this 

Assisi Outlet. I‟m grateful to be on the mailing 

list. I will send this letter forward to all novices 

and tertiaries in area Sweden.  Peace and all good. 

Beverley Nixon. An interesting pic to the right 

with some apt words for the current world 

situation.  

Grahame & Ann Whittlesea ….. Many thanks for 

AO59. Pace & Bene 

Bro Benedict SSF ….. Thank you very much for 

the latest Assisi Outlook; packed with relevant 

and interesting information as usual. I am sorry to 

see Kay and Csaba leave Italy but have many 

fond memories of them and they will be in our 

prayers. I have sent the Assisi Outlook round the 

friaries here in the UK. God bless,  

Katharine Bagshaw …. Thank you for AO59 

Cathie Alexander …. You continue to surpass yourselves, bringing joy, deep spirituality, and rich 

and varied suggestions for ways forward. Such a vibrant, vigorous edition from cover photo to final 

news from our readers. I love the combining of Franciscan and Celtic (yes, Florence, the two 

intertwine!). And the added material for readers, the Companions piece so relevant to us 7 'new' 

Companions who are still finding our way, and the introduction to David Whyte.  Thank you very 

much indeed,   love and prayers. 

Sally Hartley …. Thank you for another 'Outlook'. It was as interesting and inspiring as ever. 

Something for everyone. I was particularly moved by the tribute to Islay, how wonderful that her 

love defined you as a family! What a gift and one that I am sure will remain with you always and 

also something for us all to aspire to. 



Rowena Ward-Barrow ….Sent to me by my Spiritual Director - a beautiful video of a song version 

of the Magnificat. Enjoy! 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iN8fhUFlQYy7LKsGfOxce4Rj11DnAlFB/view 

May 2022 be kind to us all. 

Priest in Charge 
We were delighted to have Rev‟d Tim Daplyn being our virtual priest for February and March.  In 

April the Rev Jonathan Lloyd will be in residence in the apartment in Assisi and will start public 

services in St Leonard‟s on Palm Sunday, 10 April 2022. 

Contacts 
Address of Priest in charge: Via San Gabriele dell'Addolorata 12 06081 Assisi 

(Pg).  

 Tel: (0039) 075 816887. assisissf@gmail.com 

Church Wardens:  Cathie Alexander: jimcathie@gmail.com 

 Pam Gowman:  see below 

Treasurer:  Mark Gowman: markgowman749@gmail.com. 

 Tel: 0039 388 161 5736 

Secretary: Beverley Nixon:  bevmnixon@ icloud.com 

Baptism and marriage blessing co-ordinator:  Pam Gowman: pam.gowman@gmail.com 

Child and vulnerable adult protection officer; 

 safeguarding  Jan Crombie: assisisafeguarding@gmail.com 

Information on retreats:    Florence Morton: 

   umbrianretreats@gmail.com 

Editors: Assisi Outlook Mark Gowman:  see above for contact details 

 Florence Morton:  see above for contact details 

 Beverley Nixon:  see above for contact details 

 Gordon Trigg:  gordonetrigg@gmail.com 

For further information: 

Web page:  http://www.achurchnearyou.com/assisi/ 

European Anglicans web page https://europe.anglican.org/ 

Email:   assisi.anglicans@gmail.com 

Facebook facebook.com/assisianglicans 

Twitter twitter.com/assisianglicans 

Social Media and Synod Rep. Tosca Lynch,:  lynchtosca@gmail.com 

Web masters Jan Crombie and Lisa Aiello 

We are always grateful for your feedback – positive or negative. Any comments on this or any 

edition are welcome and can be sent by email to the Editor. 

Please feel free to request permission to use one of our articles in your own church magazine.  It 

would be nice to have an acknowledgement to St Leonard‟s Anglican Congregation of Assisi, Italy. 

assisi.anglicans@gmail.com 

 

 

DISCLAIMER 

The editorial content of the Assisi Outlook does not necessarily reflect the opinions of the ministers, 

officials and worshippers at St Leonard‟s Church or of the Church of England in general. All views 

in Assisi Outlook are the sole responsibility of the editor and its authors. 

PRIVACY POLICY SUMMARY 



We do not sell or give any email addresses, contact details or images to anyone or any other 

organisation.  We only use email addresses to send out Assisi Outlook, the publication of the 

Anglican Congregation of St Leonard‟s, Assisi, or to communicate our church activities. 

St Leonard's is fully committed to compliance to GDPR and all personal data is stored securely and 

destroyed in a timely manner. 

 

 


